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Surface cracks of civil infrastructure are one of the important indicators for structural durability 
and integrity.  Concrete cracks are typically investigated by manual visual observation on the 
surface, which is intrinsically subjective because it highly depends on the experience of 
inspectors.  Furthermore, manual visual inspection is time-consuming, expensive, and often 
unsafe when inaccessible structural components need to be assessed.  Computer vision-based 
approach is recognized as a promising alternative that can automatically extract crack 
information from images captured by the digital camera.  As texts and cracks are similar in 
terms of consisting distinguishable lines and curves, image binarization developed for text 
detection can be appropriate for crack identification purposes.  However, although image 
binarization is useful to separate cracks and backgrounds, the crack assessment is difficult to 
standardize owing to the high dependence of binarization parameters determined by users.  
Another critical challenge in digital image processing for crack detection is to automatically 
distinguish cracks from an image containing actual cracks and crack-like noise patterns (e.g., 
stains, holes, dark shadows, and lumps), which are often seen on the surface of concrete 
II 
 
structures.  In addition, a tailored camera system and the corresponding strategy are necessary 
to effectively address the practical issues in terms of the skewed angle and the process of the 
sequential crack images for efficient measurement.  This research develops a computer 
vision-based approach in conjunction with deep learning for accurate crack evaluation of for 
civil infrastructure.  The main contribution of the proposed approach can be summarized as 
follows: (1) a deep learning-based approach for crack detection, (2) a hybrid image processing 
for crack quantification, and (3) camera systems for the practical issues on civil infrastructure 
in terms of a skewed angle problem and an efficient measurement with the sequential crack 
images.  The proposed research allows accurate crack evaluation to provide a proper 
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CHAPTER 1  INTRODUCTION 
 
Civil infrastructure is subjected to various loadings during their design life, such as 
environmental load, self-weight, and service load.  These kinds of loadings can induce 
structural damage and even failure, potentially resulting in social and economic losses.  Thus, 
most industrialized countries perform a regular inspection of civil infrastructure systems to 
evaluate structural soundness and provide the associated countermeasure.  Particularly in the 
case of concrete structures, surface cracks are one of the common items for the inspection 
process, because cracks often indicate structural damage and the corresponding problem with 
concrete durability [1-3].  Indeed, as cracks are an important indicator of structural health, the 
monitoring of surface cracks is considered as an essential process for structural maintenance. 
Surface cracks of the concrete structure are typically investigated by manual visual 
inspection of the surface.  The crack information observed by inspectors, including direction, 
size, length, and width, are tracked over time to assess the current condition and anticipate the 
crack growth, assisting with maintenance plans.  Manual visual observation is the most 
common way in practice for monitoring surface cracks of the concrete structure to evaluate 
whether the crack growth over time would degrade structural safety.  However, manual visual 
observation is costly, labor intensive, and even inaccurate, because the inspection results 
inevitably depend on the personal opinion. 
A wide variety of techniques have been introduced, including digital image processing, 
nondestructive evaluation and testing [4-7], dynamic property-based algorithm [8,9], and new 
crack sensor [10], overcoming the issues of manual visual inspection.  Digital image 
processing is considered as a powerful alternative to manual visual inspection, which can 
automatically extract crack information from images taken by digital cameras.  Digital image 
correlation (DIC) is also able to be utilized for crack detection purposes [11,12] by comparing 
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surface images before and after crack initiation.  However, applying DIC is often impractical 
particularly when taking the reference image without cracks is unavailable.  For reference-
free crack assessment, Dare et al. [13] developed a route-finder algorithm that identifies a crack 
based on the connection of two given points provided by a user.  The semi-automatic approach 
is found to be inefficient, when a number of crack images need to be processed.  More recent 
studies have been devoted to presenting automatic methods with minimizing human 
intervention.  Edge detection is also applied to crack detection, as the boundary between crack 
and background pixels can be found as edges [14,15].  Because the edges are often 
disconnected and undetected, additional post-processing is necessary to carefully perform a 
complete crack detection.  Another approach is to calculate the difference in pixels associated 
with cracks and backgrounds, which are generally dark and bright, respectively.  Image 
binarization algorithms are capable of transforming the dark and bright pixels in a grayscale 
image into a binary image that contains only black and white information.  Although image 
binarization has been developed primarily for text detection [16-20], it has a strong potential 
to be utilized for crack identification purposes, because texts and cracks have essentially similar 
in terms of consisting distinguishable lines and curves [21,22].  Mathematical morphology, in 
conjunction with image binarization, is adopted for enhancing identification performance, 
transforming noisy crack pixels to realistic crack shapes [23-25].  Jahanshahi et al. [26] 
summarized more information with respect to crack detection methods based on digital image 
processing. 
Among the diverse crack detection methods, image binarization is seen to have a strong 
potential for extracting crack information from images effectively.  In the binarization process, 
pixels in a grayscale image with higher pixel values than a specified threshold are marked as 
one (white) in the converted binary image, while those with lower values become zero (black).  
Each binarization technique has its own scheme to calculate the threshold, generally based on 
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the statistical properties including the mean and standard deviation in pixel values.  Thus, 
crack identification performance inevitably depends on the selected binarization method and 
the associated parameters. 
On the other hand, deep learning consists of a cascade of multiple layers, which has been 
recently introduced as a powerful tool for identifying crack information [27-30].  Surface 
images of the concrete structure, labeled as either a cracked or an intact surface, are used for 
training a classification model based on convolution neural network (CNN) [31].  In the 
validation stage, the trained classification model is applied to new surface images.  Previous 
studies that employed deep learning have successfully detected cracked regions; however, the 
classification in the presence of crack-like noncracks, which are unavoidable in real-world 
applications, was not fully studied.  It is important to accurately detect and filter possible 
noncrack objects in concrete surface images.  However, this problem has rarely been 
discussed in literature. 
Furthermore, a tailored camera system and the corresponding strategy are necessary to 
perform accurate measurement of cracks on civil infrastructure, considering the following 
issues: (1) the skewed angle of view of the camera with respect to the concrete surface and (2) 
the absence of efficient crack identification strategy to fully extract crack information on the 
sequential images.  Cracks on two-dimensional images may not be vertically aligned with the 
concrete surface because of the skewed angle of view of the camera.  Thus, a three-
dimensional (3D) space is required, particularly when taking images from a distance or from 
unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs), because it is difficult to conveniently align the camera with 
the target surface.  In addition, although previous studies that employed UAV can provide 
multiple crack images, crack measurements are difficult to efficiently conduct with a large 
number of the sequential crack images. 
This research presents a computer vision-based crack evaluation strategy using deep 
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learning.  The following three features are mainly addressed to conduct effective and 
automatic crack evaluation for providing a proper maintenance of civil infrastructure: (1) a 
deep learning-based approach for crack detection, (2) a hybrid image processing for crack 
quantification, and (3) camera systems for the practical issues on civil infrastructure in terms 
of a skewed angle problem and an efficient measurement with the sequential crack images. 
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CHAPTER 2  BACKGROUND 
 
2.1  Computer Vision Techniques 
Computer vision techniques have been recognized as a promising tool in the field of civil 
engineering for improved inspection and monitoring of civil infrastructure.  Images and 
videos taken from digital cameras are processed by computer vision techniques, potentially 
addressing the challenges in manual visual inspection in terms of time, cost, and safety.  
Automated damage detection is typically performed to identify concrete cracks that are one of 
the important indicators for structural soundness [13-15,21-30].  In addition, concrete spalling 
[32,33], fatigue cracks in steel [34], steel corrosion [35,36], and asphalt defects [37,38] are also 
considered to detect visual defects on civil engineering structures for inspection purposes.  As 
the localization of the obtained surface damages on civil infrastructure is a key step, a variety 
of computer vision techniques have been proposed for structural component recognition [39-
41].  Here, automated classification of piers, slabs, and background is conducted on each 
digital image.  Furthermore, the monitoring of civil infrastructure based on computer vision 
techniques is employed to measure physical quantities, such as strains [11,12,42,43] and 
displacements [44,45].  In contrast the conventional approaches using wired or wireless 
contact sensors [46,47], computer vision techniques can provide the advantages of non-contact 
methods.  Advances in computer vision-based approaches for the inspection and monitoring 
of civil engineering structures are summarized [48]. 
In the following sections, a wide variety of computer vision techniques have been 
summarized for automated damage detection in civil infrastructure, particularly for crack 
identification purposes.  Beginning with the conventional image binarization methods, 
machine learning and the recent works of deep learning are arranged chronologically. 
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2.2  Image Binarization 
Image binarization methods are used to convert a grayscale image into a binary image.  In the 
case of color images, pixel values of the original image must be turned into grayscale values 
ranging from zero (black) to 255 (white) by calculating a weighted sum of their red, green, and 
blue components.  In the binarization process, each pixel in the grayscale image is examined 
by comparing its pixel value with a threshold: a higher pixel value than the threshold leads to 
a pixel value of one (white) in the binary image, and a lower value results in a pixel value of 
zero (black), as can be seen in the example in Fig. 2.1.  For example, when the average pixel 
value is used as a threshold, the pixel value is higher than the corresponding threshold in A, 
and thus the binarization result is one (white), whereas the result is zero (black) in B, because 
the pixel value is lower than the threshold.  Binarization methods can be distinguished by the 
means they use to determine the threshold [16-20].  These involve the binarization parameters, 
including (1) the window in which the threshold calculation is conducted (see the blue and red 
boxes in Fig. 2.1) and (2) the sensitivity that controls the contributions of the statistical 
parameters of the pixel values to the threshold calculation.  After image binarization, the 
resulting image is then binarized with the pixel values zero and one, as shown in Fig. 2.1. 
 
 
Fig. 2.1 Schematic demonstration of image binarization using 3 × 3 windows (thresholds are 
123 120 125 119 122 120 117
Grayscale Image
115 118 113 129 120 76 71
124 118 128 124 119 77 118
121 121 125 120 80 79 113
70 75 76 71 78 128 115
127 125 123 125 128 122 121
1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Binary Image
1 1 1 1 1 0 0
1 1 1 1 1 0 1
1 1 1 1 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 0 1 1












selected manually for the demonstration). 
 
A number of image binarization methods have been developed to acquire binary images 
more effectively and accurately, particularly for text identification purposes, such as Bernsen’s, 
Niblack’s, Sauvola’s, and Wolf’s methods, and the NICK method [16-20].  Bernsen [16] 
proposed Eq. 2.1 to calculate a threshold by considering maximum and minimum intensities of 





T =  Eq. 2.1  
where Zmax and Zmin are the maximum and minimum values in the pixel histogram of each 
window.  When Zmax – Zmin evaluated in a window is less than a prescribed value, the full 
image is used for determining the threshold instead.  This method is generally useful for 
distinguishing a specific object from the background in the case of high-contrast images. 
Niblack [17] considered the local mean and standard deviation of pixel values in a window: 
NiblackT m k s= +   Eq. 2.2 
where k is the sensitivity, and m and s are the mean and standard deviation in a selected window, 
respectively.  While Niblack’s method is simple and straightforward to use, its performance 
can be significantly degraded when the image background is noisy owing to its high 
dependency on the standard deviation. 
Sauvola and Pietikäinen [18] modified Niblack’s method to mitigate its sensitivity to the 
standard deviation by normalizing the standard deviation by a factor R, the dynamic range, as 






=  −  −  
  
 Eq. 2.3 
Sauvola’s method is known to be effective for searching texts from noisy backgrounds as a 
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result of considering the dynamic range, unless the pixel-value difference between text and 
non-text is small. 
To address the deficiency of Sauvola’s method, Wolf and Jolion [19] normalized the 
contrast and mean in the equation for computing a threshold, as follows: 
( ) ( )1Wolf
s
T k m k M k m M
R
= −  +  +   −  Eq. 2.4 
where M is the minimum pixel value of the entire grayscale image.  In Wolf’s method, the 
dark colors can be separated effectively from the backgrounds, because this method considers 
the minimum pixel value of the entire image in deciding a threshold. 
Khurshid et al. [20] developed the NICK method based on Niblack’s method by adding 
the mean square to the variance as follows: 
2
NICKT m k B m= + +  Eq. 2.5 
where B is the variance.  This method shifts the threshold down by adding the mean square to 
the variance to delete background noises in the source image.  As shown, each image 
binarization method has its own equation to determine the threshold based on statistical 
properties of grayscale pixels in each window.  Thus, the image binarization results vary with 
the image binarization method used as well as the selected binarization parameters. 
The primary goal of applying image binarization methods to the field of civil engineering 
is to accurately identify crack information such as widths and locations [21,22].  For this 
purpose, the sensitivity and window size of a binarization method must be properly determined 
to localize the exact crack pixels from the grayscale image.  For example, the pixel values of 
backgrounds in the grayscale image are higher than the pixel values of crack elements; thus, a 
large window size increases the threshold by including more background pixels, resulting in 
overestimated crack information in the binary image, as shown in Fig. 2.2.  Furthermore, 
sensitivity is a governing variable in the threshold equations of the binarization methods, 
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possibly leading to incorrect results, if an inappropriate value is assigned, as can be seen in Fig. 
2.3.  Thus, measured crack locations and widths can be inaccurate depending on the selected 
window and the sensitivity, while optimal binarization parameters tailored to crack 








Fig. 2.2 Image binarization using Niblack’s method with different window sizes: (a) original 








Fig. 2.3 Image binarization using Sauvola’s method with different sensitivities: (a) original 




2.3  Machine Learning 
Machine learning is recognized as a robust and automated tool in a wide variety of civil 
engineering applications.  In particular, supervised learning, a type of machine learning, can 
be utilized to resolve crack recognition issues in conjunction with computer vision-based 
techniques.  The combined approach typically involves identifying the unique characteristics 
of cracks and noncracks in the training set, which are further used in classification methods 
such as random forests [49] and support vector machines (SVMs) [50].  The trained model is 
subsequently applied to new images that are not utilized in the training set.  For example, 
Csurka et al. [51] proposed a bag-of-words (BoW) model for the natural image classification 
of objects such as cars, phones, trees, and books.  This process consists of three stages as 
follows: (1) feature extraction, (2) visual vocabulary construction, and (3) classification. 
Feature extraction, a process of determining the unique characteristics of an image, is a 
vital part of object identification using image processing.  The geometric patterns (e.g., 
eccentricity and number of pixels in each pixel group) and statistical properties of pixel 
intensities (e.g., mean and standard deviation) have been typically selected as important 
features to classify cracks and noncracks and thereby generate a classification model [52-55].  
Furthermore, modern feature extraction algorithms adopted in the field of computer vision can 
be employed to detect the salient features of cracks to enable accurate identification [56-58].  
In particular, speeded-up robust features (SURF) [58], one of the most widely used local feature 
detectors, has a proven performance in terms of computational time [59].  In contrast to 
Csurka et al. [51], who used scale-invariant feature transform (SIFT) [57] for feature extraction, 
SURF has a strong potential in terms of computational efficiency and high performance.  
SURF, which is designed to obtain distinctive features from digital images, consists of two 
main procedures: (1) interest point detection and (2) interest point description.  To detect the 
interest points on elements such as blobs, corners, and edges, the determinant of the Hessian 
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matrix is used as a measure for evaluating the local change around each pixel.  After the 
interest points are obtained, Haar wavelet responses are calculated within a circular 
neighborhood; an orientation is then assigned to each point using these responses.  A square 
region is subsequently generated along the obtained orientation to address the image rotations.  
A feature vector with 64 elements is finally computed using the Haar wavelet responses in both 
the horizontal and vertical directions in 4 × 4 sub-regions. 
The feature vectors of all the interest points are used to generate a visual word that serves 
as a representative, small image segment to demonstrate features such as color, shape, and 
surface texture.  An image contains various interest points and the corresponding feature 
vectors; therefore, it is necessary to determine the characteristic features of cracks and 
noncracks to efficiently handle the large volume of images in the training stage.  k-means 
clustering [60], which is a popular method for cluster analysis, is introduced to determine the 
representative clusters, in which the mean values of the feature vectors are the visual words.  
The results of the k-means clustering (i.e., visual words) are then grouped, and this group is 
called visual vocabulary or the bag of features. 
To categorize the visual vocabulary through k-means clustering, Csurka et al. [51] used 
SVM, which is one of the most common classification algorithms owing to its robustness, 
computational efficiency, and resistance to over-fitting.  When two different sets (i.e., cracks 
and noncracks) of images are trained for the classification, a visual vocabulary should be first 
generated from all the images using k-means clustering.  Subsequently, the frequency of 
occurrence of the visual words in the vocabulary is calculated for each category.  The obtained 
feature histograms are then inputted to the SVM to construct the classification model.  Among 
the various SVM classifiers (e.g., linear, quadratic, cubic, and Gaussian), the linear SVM 
classifier, which is the most widely used.  Although user-defined empirical thresholds are 
unnecessary in these methods, crack-like noncracks that share similar geometry and colors with 
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cracks still remain undistinguishable.  For an effective classification, advanced features need 
to be extracted from cracks and noncracks to generate a robust classification model. 
 
2.4  Deep Learning 
Deep learning, which is inspired by the activities of the human brain, has recently been 
recognized as a powerful method in a variety of research fields, including natural language 
processing, speech recognition, and computer vision.  In particular for the field of computer 
vision, various CNNs have been proposed for image classification purposes, including AlexNet 
[61], VGGNet [62], ZFNet [63], GoogLeNet [64], and ResNet [65].  Among them, AlexNet 
presented by Krizhevsky et al. [61] successfully classified natural images into 1,000 categories.  
In contrast to the conventional machine learning, the architecture of AlexNet is a hierarchical 
structure, having five convolutional layers and three fully connected layers.  Each 
convolutional layer handles an input image having different kernels and the corresponding 
sizes.  Furthermore, AlexNet is equipped with rectified linear units (ReLUs) and max pooling 
between the convolutional layers to enhance the classification performance in terms of the 
computational time and accuracy.  After passing through the convolutional layers, the output 
will go through three fully connected layers with the softmax activation function to identify the 
class of the image, such as animal, car, fruit, or vegetable.  Fig. 2.4 shows the overall process 
of the deep learning and machine learning approaches, modified from the study by Zheng et al. 
[66].  Note that the CNN-based method directly uses global features for the classification, 
whereas the SURF-based method uses visual words clustered from local features.  A typical 
method of applying CNN is to employ a scanning window, in which the input images are 
divided into a number of sub-images with a fixed resolution, as shown in Fig. 2.4 [27,67].  
The sub-images are manually categorized as either a cracked surface or as an intact surface to 
build the classification model, which is utilized to localize the location of crack pixels with 
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additional binarization process [68,69].  However, when the objects are located at the edges 
in each sub-image, the identification is difficult to perform correctly.  To properly handle the 
issue, although the results of CNN with the decision-making based on Naive Bayes [70] or 
infrared thermography images [71] shows strong potential, the scanning window is found to be 
still inefficient in that the intact surface, which takes up a majority of an image, has the highest 
influence in the training. 
In addition to image classification, advanced technologies have been developed for single-
object localization and multiple-object detection by combining possible object locations with 
a CNN, such as R-CNN [72], SPPNet [73], Fast R-CNN [74], Faster R-CNN [75], SSD [76], 
R-FCN [77], and YOLO [78].  As an alternative to the scanning window, these models can be 
employed to automatically detect multiple damages on digital images taken from a reinforced 
concrete [79], a tunnel [80], a road [81], an aircraft [82], and a sewer pipe [83,84].  Although 
multiple damages can be successfully recognized and localized by the previous models, manual 
annotation of damage types and the corresponding bounding boxes in each image for the 
ground truth is computationally inefficient.  In addition, additional post processing is required 
to localize the location of crack pixels in each of the detected regions [85]. 
Recently, a variety of semantic segmentation models have been developed to perform 
pixel-to-pixel object masking, such as FCN [86], U-Net [87], SegNet [88], PSPNet [89], and 
DeepLab [90].  The semantic segmentation models are successfully utilized to categorize the 
pixels with respect to multiple damage types, such as cracks, leakage, spalling, and 
efflorescence [91,92].  Furthermore, the models optimized for identifying crack pixels are 
also presented utilizing FCN [93-95], U-Net [96], and SegNet [97,98].  Although various 
models have been proposed with advanced techniques to improve the identification accuracy 
[99-103], manual annotation of the ground truth in the pixel-level for the training stage is 
computationally inefficient.  In addition, the loss of spatial resolution due to a number of 
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convolution and pooling layers is still remained as a critical factor.  Furthermore, crack 
identification from images that contain crack-like noncrack objects have received little 
attention, despite this case being quite common in practice. 
 
 
Fig. 2.4 Schematic of SURF-based and CNN-based methods (modified from the study by 
Zheng et al. [66]). 
 
2.5  Summary 
In this chapter, the applications of image binarization method, machine learning, and deep 
learning on crack identification purposes were summarized.  While these kinds of computer 
vision-based approaches can provide efficient and effective inspection of surface cracks, 
several issues needed to be carefully addressed for civil infrastructure: (1) robust and automated 
crack detection and quantification on realistic surface images that contain crack-like noncracks 
and (2) a tailored camera system and the corresponding strategy to perform accurate crack 
evaluation, even with the skewed angle and the sequential images.  Although image 
binarization had a strong potential to effectively extract crack pixels on surface images, the 

























parameters.  Deep learning, state-of-the-art technique for semantic segmentation, was able to 
perform automated crack detection from the training process; however, the classification 
accuracy highly depended on the manually labeled ground truth in the pixel-level.  Thus, a 
robust classification model based on deep learning in the region-level, in conjunction with the 
image binarization with associated optimal parameters can be a viable solution for robust and 
automated crack detection and quantification on realistic surface images.  Furthermore, the 
practical issues in the real-world implementation, including the skewed angle problem and the 
absence of efficient crack measurements for the sequential images, can be properly solved by 
a tailored camera system and the associated strategy for accurate crack evaluation. 
In the following chapters, concrete crack evaluation for civil infrastructure are presented 
using computer vision and deep learning.  The proposed approaches consist of three main 
parts: (1) a deep learning-based crack detection, (2) a hybrid processing for crack quantification, 
and (3) camera systems for civil infrastructure.  Here, CHAPTER 3 and CHAPTER 4 are 
related to robust and automated crack detection and quantification on realistic surface images; 
subsequently, CHAPTER 5 focuses on a tailored camera system and the associated strategy for 




CHAPTER 3  DEEP LEARNING-BASED CRACK DETECTION 
 
This study proposes a deep learning-based approach for automated crack detection purposes, 
consisting of two main processes: (1) generation of the crack candidate regions (CCRs) and (2) 
CNN-based classifications [104].  To properly address realistic surface images, the concept 
of CCRs that can be actual cracks or crack-like noncracks is employed by the image 
binarization method.  Subsequently, CNN features are extracted from all the CCRs to 
construct a robust classification model.  The obtained classification model is finally applied 
to new images to evaluate the classification performance. 
 
3.1  Crack Candidate Region (CCR) 
The proposed approach is employed for detecting cracks in concrete surface images that may 
contain crack and/or crack-like noncrack objects.  For this purpose, the proposed framework 
is designed to initially select crack candidates on realistic surface images.  The selected crack 
candidates constitute the CCRs, which are further utilized in building and applying the 
classification model. 
The crack candidates, which represent both actual crack and crack-like noncrack objects, 
are extracted from a concrete surface image for effective classification.  The crack elements 
are typically represented by dark colors, which can be simply extracted using image 
binarization methods.  In the image binarization approach, all the pixels are converted into 
zero (black) or one (white) based on a threshold calculated using the statistical properties, such 
as pixel intensities and user-defined parameters such as sensitivity and window size.  Among 
the various image binarization methods [16-20] available for detecting the CCRs, Sauvola’s 
binarization is utilized in the present study owing to its high performance in noisy and high-
contrast images [105,106], as shown in Eq. 2.3.  Note that the sensitivity controls the 
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contribution of the statistical properties, and the window represents a rectangular box in which 
the threshold of each pixel is calculated.  In contrast to other methods that directly employ the 
standard deviation, Sauvola’s binarization makes it possible to amplify the contribution of the 
standard deviation in an adaptive manner by a factor of R, making it effective with noisy and 
high-contrast images.  The image binarization finally returns the crack and noncrack objects 
marked as black in the binary images.  Most of the obtained objects appear to be clearly 
noncracks because of noisy surface textures, which can be removed based on their geometric 








 Eq. 3.1 
where e and A are the eccentricity and the number of pixels of a pixel group in the binary image, 
respectively.  Thus, the computational efficiency can be improved by filtering the unnecessary 
noisy objects.  Finally, the smallest rectangles containing crack candidates, are marked in the 
original image, as shown in Fig. 3.1.  Note that the CCR may contain either a true crack or a 
crack-like noncrack object.  This implies that if only Sauvola’s binarization is applied to an 
input image without further deep learning-based classification, all the CCRs are considered as 
cracks, even if some of them are noncracks (0% accuracy for true negative). 
 
 








Crack candidates on 
the binary image






The advantages of the CCRs in the proposed framework can be summarized as follows:  
 
(1) The application of the CCRs is tailored to the classification of actual cracks and crack-
like noncrack objects.  Previous studies on the use of deep learning for crack 
detection need to train the intact surface, which takes up a majority of an image.  
However, the CCRs enable constructing a robust classification model trained with 
only cracks and crack-like noncracks based on the binary information. 
 
(2) The computational efficiency can be enhanced because only the selected CCRs are 
used in the training and testing stages.  Manual annotation of the ground truth for the 
training stage is computationally inefficient in the previous studies.  In contrast, 
considering that the image background, which does not contain possible crack or 
noncrack objects, occupies a major portion of the concrete surface image, excluding 
the background can significantly reduce the computational burden. 
 
3.2  Classification Models 
To construct the classification models, SURF and CNN features are obtained from the CCRs 
in the proposed approach to compare their classification performances.  In the SURF-based 
method, a grayscale image is used to extract the local features.  Here, a concrete surface image 
typically contains a large number of local features because of the noisy surface texture, 
affecting the classification of the cracks and noncracks.  Because the important features are 
largely located on crack-like shapes (either actual cracks or noncracks), the binary information 
of the CCRs is supported to preferentially select the SURF features on the crack segments, 
whereas most of the noisy SURF features on the concrete surface are filtered out, as shown in 
Fig. 3.2.  In contrast to the SURF-based method, the CNN-based method resizes the RGB 
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image to a fixed resolution of 227×227×3 for the input size in the employed CNN architecture.  
Note that the input size of AlexNet is introduced in the proposed approach. 
 
 
Fig. 3.2 Feature extraction process of SURF and CNN. 
 
The classification models of the SURF-based and CNN-based methods are constructed 
using the CCRs obtained from the concrete surface images.  From the features obtained using 
SURF, the visual words that contain representative, small image segments are generated using 
k-means clustering.  Subsequently, the obtained visual words are grouped to create a visual 
vocabulary.  Here, the frequency of occurrence of the visual words in each category (i.e., 
cracks and noncracks) is calculated, from which the classification model is obtained using the 
linear SVM classifier.  The trained model can be used to categorize new CCRs.  Fig. 3.3 

















Fig. 3.3 Flow chart of the proposed approach for concrete crack detection. 
 
3.3  Experimental Validation 
3.3.1  Experimental Setup 
The proposed crack detection approach is evaluated to demonstrate its performance using 
surface images obtained from concrete structures.  The image binarization is applied to 487 
images captured using digital cameras (see Table 3.1) to extract the CCRs including cracks and 
noncracks.  The user-defined parameters of the image binarization are selected as 0.07 and 
131 for the sensitivity and the window size, respectively [105,106].  In addition, the 
thresholds of the noise object removal are selected as 0.9 and 5,000 for the eccentricity and the 
number of pixels in each pixel group, respectively.  Finally, 3,186 CCRs are generated, which 
consist of 527 actual cracks and 2,659 noncracks.  To obtain a robust classification model, the 
image set is collected from various concrete surfaces under different working distances 
between the camera and the concrete surface, and under different illuminance conditions.  Fig. 
3.4 shows typical sample images taken from the set.  The images contain noncracks such as 
dark shadows, stains flowing down from the top, dust, and protruding lumps generated from 
the casts, which are generally found in concrete structures.  Furthermore, these kinds of crack-
like noncracks are found to be similar to cracks in terms of geometry (e.g., long and thin) and 
Generation of the CCRs
Image binarization & 
Noise removal
Set of crack and noncrack images
Training stage Validation  stage
SURF-based classifier CNN-based classifier
SURF CNN
Generation of the CCRs
Image binarization & 
Noise removal
New images
Crack / Noncrack Crack / Noncrack
SURF-based classification CNN-based classification
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color (both are dark).  Note that the image database also includes branched cracks, spalling, 
and various orientations of cracks. 
 
Table 3.1 Specifications of used cameras. 
 EOS-1D X COOLPIX 900s 
Manufacture Canon Nikon 
Image resolution 17.9 M pixels 15.9 M pixels 
Focal length 100 mm 4.3-357mm 
 
 
Fig. 3.4 Sample images of concrete surfaces used for experimental validation. 
 
3.3.2  Performance Comparison 
The classification models of the SURF-based and CNN-based methods are implemented using 
MATLAB.  To evaluate the classification performances with respect to the size of CCRs, six 






In the feature extraction stage, SURF and CNN features are obtained by following the 
procedure of the proposed approach, as shown in Fig. 3.2.  To obtain the classification model 
of the SURF-based method, three cases with different sizes of visual words (i.e., 100, 500, and 
1,000) are considered in the k-means clustering.  In addition, three cases with different 
minibatch sizes (i.e., 50, 100, and 200) are selected for the CNN-based method.  With regard 
to the computational environment, a PC with an Intel Core i7-7700 processor clocked at 3.60 
GHz and with 16 GB of RAM was employed.  Moreover, a dedicated GPU (NVIDIA GeForce 
GTX 1080) was used. 
Fig. 3.5 shows the typical classification results.  Both the SURF-based and CNN-based 
methods successfully categorize the CCRs in the sample images as either a crack or as a 
noncrack, as indicated by the blue and red boxes.  Note that only a few representative CCRs 
are shown for effective demonstration. 
The trained classification models of the SURF-based and CNN-based methods are 
compared to quantitatively evaluate the performances.  A 10-fold cross validation is 
conducted for each CCR set (i.e., 100, 200, 500, 1,000, 2,000, and 3,000).  Fig. 3.6 shows the 
results of the SURF-based method with three different visual words (i.e., SURF-100, SURF-
500, and SURF-1000) and those of the CNN-based method with three different minibatch sizes 
(i.e., CNN-50, CNN-100, and CNN-200).  Here, the following five performance metrics are 
selected to compare the models: 
 
 precision: TP / (TP+FP) 
 recall: TP / (TP+FN) 
 F1 score: 2 × (precision × recall) / (precision + recall) 
 accuracy: (TP+TN) / (TP+FP+FN+TN) 







Fig. 3.5 Typical classification results of cracks and noncracks from the CCRs (both the SURF-
based and CNN-based methods correctly classify the CCRs). 
 
TP, FP, FN, and TN denote true positive, false positive, false negative, and true negative, 
respectively.  As shown in Fig. 3.6b, the recall values corresponding to the SURF-based and 
CNN-based methods exhibit increasing trends with respect to the number of CCRs.  However, 
the recall value of the SURF-based method decreases when the largest size of the CCRs is 
employed (i.e., 3,000) because of overfitting.  In terms of the precision, as shown in Fig. 3.6a, 
the precision of the CNN-based method is higher than that of the SURF-based method, and is 
Classified as crack Classified as noncrack
Crack
Classified as crack Classified as noncrack
Crack
Classified as crack Classified as noncrack Classified as crack Classified as noncrack
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reflected in the high F1 score (Fig. 3.6c) and accuracy (Fig. 3.6d).  In particular, the F1 score 
and the accuracy of CNN-50 significantly increase higher than those of the SURF-based 
method when 3,000 CCRs are used in the training.  Thus, when a sufficient minibatch size is 
used, CNN is observed to exhibit consistently high performance metrics.  In addition, the 
computational time for generating each classification model exhibits increasing trends in 
accordance with the number of CCRs, as shown in Fig. 3.6e.  Although the CNN-based 
method is slightly better than the SURF-based method, it is difficult to directly compare them 
because the SURF-based and CNN-based methods are implemented on different processing 










Fig. 3.6 Comparison of the SURF-based and CNN-based methods in terms of: (a) precision, 
(b) recall, (c) F1 score, (d) accuracy, and (e) computational time. 
 
The classification models of the SURF-based and CNN-based methods can be compared 
for specific CCR cases to qualitatively understand their characteristics.  In particular, SURF-
1000 and CNN-200 are used to categorize the CCRs in concrete surface images that are not 
used in the training stage.  Fig. 3.7 shows the classification results for the four cases.  Note 
that cases 1, 2, 3, and 4 represent dark stains flowing down from the top; protruding lumps 
generated between the casts; cement leaking from the cast; and surface cracks, respectively.  
As shown in Fig. 3.7b, d, f, and h, CNN-200 correctly classifies all the CCRs in the four cases 
as either a crack or as a noncrack, as indicated in the blue and red boxes, respectively.  In 
particular, the crack-like noncracks in cases 1, 2, and 3 that share similar geometry and colors 
with those of cracks are successfully detected as noncracks.  Furthermore, the cracks with 
small widths are accurately recognized in case 4.  In contrast to the CNN-based method, false 
positives and negatives are found in case of the SURF-based method (see Fig. 3.7a, c, e, and 
g).  These examples show that the overall performance of the CNN-based method is better 
than that of the SURF-based method.  Nevertheless, for the images used in this study, both 
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Fig. 3.7 Classification of cracks and noncracks from the CCRs: (a) case 1 with the SURF-based 
method, (b) case 1 with the CNN-based method, (c) case 2 with the SURF-based method, (d) 
case 2 with the CNN-based method, (e) case 3 with the SURF-based method, (f) case 3 with 
the CNN-based method, (g) case 4 with the SURF-based method, and (h) case 4 with the CNN-
based method. 
 
Although the classification performance of the CNN-based method is better in classifying 
actual cracks and crack-like noncrack objects, some of the CCRs could be successfully 
categorized only using the SURF-based method.  As shown in Fig. 3.8, both the SURF-based 
and CNN-based methods yield false negatives; however, the CNN-based method has an 
additional false detection from the lump on the concrete surface.  Thus, the local features 
extracted using the SURF can in some instances correctly classify the CCRs that were 
incorrectly categorized using the CNN-based method.  Hence, the combined use of deep 
neural networks and SVM classifiers with local/global features is found to have a potential to 
improve the classification performance. 
 











Fig. 3.8 Classification of cracks and noncracks from the CCRs: (a) case 5 with the SURF-based 
method and (b) case 5 with the CNN-based method. 
 
To clearly show the advantage of the proposed crack detection, a comparative analysis has 
been conducted for three different classification models of previous studies and the proposed 
approach.  Model A represents a classical classification constructed with k-means clustering 
and SVM.  Widely used features for training in the literature [52-55] are selected, including 
geometric patterns and statistical properties of crack and crack-like noncrack objects on 
concrete surface images.  Model B is constructed based on CNN with the scanning window 
[27,67-71].  Model C built with CNN represents the proposed approach.  All the number of 
CCRs in the training set are constant in each model (i.e., 527 cracks and 2,659 intact surfaces 
or crack-like noncracks), and the parameters correspond to the highest performance shown in 
Fig. 3.6 are selected here.  In the validation stage, a 10-fold cross validation is conducted, in 
which all the classification models are applied to the CCRs containing largely cracks and crack-
like noncracks.  The training configuration for the three models are summarized in Table 3.2. 
The validation results in Table 3.2 clearly shows the efficacy of the proposed approach.  
The low performance metrics of Model A reveals that the geometric patterns and statistical 
properties are inadequate features to distinguish cracks and crack-like noncracks.  In addition, 












without using crack-like noncracks results in poor classification results in Model B.  As such, 
the CNN features trained with cracks and crack-like noncracks are the critical enablers for 
successful crack detection. 
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Precision 0.51 0.24 0.94 
Recall 0.49 1.00 0.96 
F1 score 0.50 0.38 0.95 





3.4  Summary 
This research proposed a deep learning approach to determine the existence and location of 
cracks in concrete surface images containing possible crack-like noncrack objects.  The main 
contribution of this study was to propose a classification framework based on the CCRs for 
detecting cracks in the presence of noncrack objects that share similar image characteristics 
(i.e., shape and color).  In the training stage, concrete surface images with cracks and 
noncracks were prepared, from which CCRs were automatically extracted using image 
binarization.  After the CCRs were generated, the SURF-based and CNN-based methods were 
applied to the CCRs to extract the important features of the cracks and noncracks, which were 
subsequently used to construct classification models.  The obtained classification models 
were validated using concrete surface images that were not part of the training set.  The 
experimental results confirmed that the proposed framework could successfully detect both 
cracks and crack-like noncracks using CCRs.  Furthermore, the CNN-based method was 
found to be more accurate and efficient than the SURF-based method for crack detection 
purposes.  The experimental results can be summarized as follows: 
 
(1) Cracks and noncrack objects were effectively extracted and categorized from concrete 
surface images using the proposed crack detection framework based on the extracted 
CCRs. 
 
(2) The overall performance of the CNN-based method was better than that of the SURF-
based method in most cases.  The Precision and F1 score were higher for the CNN-
based method provided that sufficiently large minibatch sizes and CCR set sizes were 
used.  The Recall and accuracy of the CNN-based and SURF-based methods were 
largely the same. 
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(3) In some cases, the SURF-based method was able to classify CCRs that were 
incorrectly classified using the CNN-based method.  Combining deep neural 
networks and SVM classifiers with local/global features could enable improved 
classification performance compared to using each method separately. 
 
(4) By introducing various crack-like noncracks in the form of CCRs in the training, the 
proposed framework would enable accurate detection of cracks from concrete surface 
images in the presence of noncrack objects.  
 
The proposed deep learning learning-based approach has a strong potential for automated crack 




CHAPTER 4  HYBRID PROCESSING FOR CRACK QUANTIFICATION 
 
As the binarization parameters provided by operators are the governing factors in practice, 
crack quantification from the image binarization is difficult to standardize.  To systematically 
address the issue, this chapter describes the proposed strategy to determine appropriate image 
binarization methods with optimal binarization parameters [105].  Furthermore, a hybrid 
image processing strategy is developed in conjunction with the UAV-based system, considering 
a combination of different sets of binarization parameters for accurately extracting the crack 
width while minimizing loss of length [106]. 
 
4.1  Optimal Binarization Parameters 
The comparative analysis of the binarization methods with the associated optimal parameters 
is conducted to demonstrate their performance.  Although a set of the optimal window size 
and sensitivity are determined, the binarization results of each method are inevitably different 
despite using the same crack image, because each method has a different scheme for calculating 
the threshold.  To investigate the performance of the image binarization methods, the 
following criteria are used as follows: (1) measurement accuracy of the crack width, (2) 
identified crack length, and (3) computation time. 
A set of different types of crack images are prepared and analyzed for each binarization 
method.  The image set accounts for various concrete textures and crack locations, widths, 
and patterns.  All color images in the set are converted to grayscale; the image binarization 
methods are applied to generate binary images.  Subsequently, the crack widths in pixels are 
calculated by counting the number of crack pixels at specific locations at which the crack 
widths are desired.  Finally, the actual crack width in millimeters can be obtained using the 
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where Wr is the real crack width in millimeters, Dp is the resolution of the imaging device, Wp 
is the obtained crack width in pixels, Dw is the working distance in millimeters, Pc is the pixels 
per centimeter of the used camera sensor, and Lf is the focal length of the camera in millimeters.  
The converted crack widths are compared with the reference widths resulted by an optical 
microscope to analyze the estimation accuracy.  Note that the optical microscope that provides 
crack observations in a small region is inappropriate for investigating overall crack patterns.  
Assuming that the reference by the microscope is a true width, the measurement error in image 
binarization is defined by 
2
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   Eq. 4.2 
where dc is the calculated crack widths using image binarization methods, dm is the measured 
crack width using an optical microscope, and n is the number of specified locations for 
comparing crack widths.  In addition, the accuracy in terms of the identified crack length is 
evaluated through comparison with all cracks, each of which is verified visually.  The 







=  Eq. 4.3 
where LTotal is the total crack length in an image for reference, and LEst is the estimated crack 
length using the image binarization methods.  Finally, the calculation time for processing an 
image binarization method is examined to compare the computation load for each method. 
The optimal binarization parameters of each method are to be determined from the average 
values of calculated errors from the diverse images in the image pool.  Note that the pixel 
resolution of the used digital camera and the working distance, which are also critical factors, 
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are not included in this study, because all of the crack images are captured using the same 
digital camera, and the working distances in the experiment are kept within a small range and 
thus do not significantly affect the binarization results. 
 
4.2  Hybrid Image Processing 
A hybrid image processing strategy is presented to utilize a combination of different sets of 
binarization parameters for accurately extracting the crack width while minimizing loss of 
length.  The proposed hybrid image processing strategy comprises two stages: (1) image pre-
processing to prepare the image for further analysis and (2) crack width estimation using the 
hybrid approach. 
The image pre-processing is conducted, which stage consists of two steps: (1) image 
undistortion and (2) conversion from color image to grayscale image.  As shown in Fig. 4.1a, 
the lens may produce a distorted image, from which crack width estimation can be seriously 
impaired.  To calibrate this image [107], a black and white checker board is captured using 
the camera with different angles and distances, to estimate the intrinsic and extrinsic parameters.  
After determining the camera parameters, the image taken by that camera is undistorted, as 
shown in Fig. 4.1b.  Subsequently, the calibrated image is converted to grayscale, as the image 








Fig. 4.1 Illustrative example for the image calibration algorithm: (a) image distortion resulted 
from wide-angle lens and (b) image undistortion using image calibration. 
 
Hybrid image processing is applied to the pre-processed image to determine crack width 
and length accurately.  As stated earlier, a set of binarization parameters of sensitivity and 
window size is difficult to estimate crack width and length simultaneously.  Thus, the hybrid 
approach employs two sets of binarization parameters, each of which provides the least error 
in width and length estimations, respectively.  Let Pw and Pl designate these two sets: 
 
Pw: optimal parameters minimizing estimation errors in crack width 
Pl: optimal parameters minimizing estimation errors in crack length 
 
Pw and Pl are then separately employed to generate two binary images using an image 
binarization method.  Pl inevitably results in a higher threshold than that of Pw to convert more 
pixels to crack elements. 
The binary images are subsequently processed using the steps for skeleton and edge 
detection and crack width calculation.  Following width estimation, the obtained width 
information is recorded in each location of the skeleton pixels.  The sets of skeleton pixels 
and their related crack width are defined as follows: 
 
Sw: set of skeleton pixels obtained using Pw 
Sl: set of skeleton pixels obtained using Pl 
w(P, S): crack width at location S obtained using P 
 
where P is either Pw or Pl, and S is a set of skeleton pixels.  Selecting Pw to produce the 
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accurate crack width of w(Pw, Sw) results in more unidentified crack elements than Pl.  Thus, 
Sw is a subset of Sl, because the obtained thresholds of Pl are greater than those of Pw.  
However, the calculated widths obtained using Pl (i.e., w(Pl, Sl)) are overestimated owing to 
the high thresholds. 
The final crack widths are a combination of w(Pw, Sw) and w(Pl, Sl-Sw), which are the crack 
widths using Pw at Sw and Pl at Sl-Sw, respectively.  The overestimated crack width w(Pl, Sl-
Sw) has to be corrected, which enables the simultaneous generation of accurate crack width and 
length.  The calibration for the overestimated w(Pl, Sl-Sw) can be performed by utilizing the 
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  Eq. 4.4  
where α is the calibration factor, N is the number of skeleton pixels in Sw, and wi is the crack 
width at the ith skeleton pixel.  The calibration factor α is then multiplied by w(Pl, Sl-Sw) to 
correct the overestimation.  The crack widths of w(Pw, Sw) and αw(Pl, Sl-Sw) are combined to 
provide complete width and length information in Sl.  The overall procedure of the proposed 





Fig. 4.2 Schematic outline of the hybrid image processing strategy. 
 
4.3  Experimental Validation 
4.3.1  Comparative Analysis 
A parametric analysis of each binarization method is performed to determine the optimal 
parameters for crack monitoring.  A total of 21 images with different conditions, including 
concrete textures, illuminances, crack sizes, lengths, widths, patterns, and directions, are 
captured using the digital camera, as shown in Fig. 4.3.  These cracks are mostly caused by 
Conversion to grayscale
Image undistortion
Step 1: Image pre-processing
Step 2: Crack width estimation
Crack image and 
associated distance
Crack width estimation using Pw Crack width estimation using Pl
Width calibration for Sl-w
Crack width in Sw Crack width in Sl-w
Combined crack width in Sw & Sl-w
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shrinkage, creep, and repeated external loads.  The obtained images are processed using the 
image binarization methods to compare their crack widths and the references resulted by the 
optical microscope.  Note that the color targets are attached to the concrete surface as shown 
in Fig. 4.4 to identify the specific locations where the references are measured.  At least seven 
points for each case are employed to yield consistent width estimation results. 
Specifications of the digital camera and the optical microscope used are summarized in 
Table 4.1.  The working distances between the camera and the concrete surface in the 
experiment are taken between 200 and 350 mm, which result in pixel resolutions of 0.0142 to 
0.0243 mm/pixel, respectively.  Thus, the crack widths that range from 0.11 to 1.73 mm in 
this experiment can be estimated reasonably. 
 
 




Table 4.1 Specifications of used digital camera and optical microscope. 
 Digital Camera Optical Microscope 
Manufacturer CANON MICRO B2B 
Model EOS-1DX MSP-2000 
Image Resolution 18.1 Mega Pixels 2.0 Mega Pixels 
Focal Length 100 mm 0 - 70 mm 
 
 
Fig. 4.4 Comparison of crack widths using digital camera and optical microscope. 
 
The average errors are calculated using a wide range of sensitivities and window sizes to 
determine the optimal parameters in aspects of the width accuracy.  The results of each 
method are presented in Fig. 4.5, which contains the black and white areas that represent the 
maximum and minimum errors, respectively.  The blue circles in Fig. 4.5 represent all 
combinations of binarization parameter that produce width estimation errors less than 10%.  
While neither the sensitivity nor the window size is seen to have any significant trends in 
Bernsen’s method, the sensitivity is a governing factor in the other methods (i.e., Niblack’s, 
Sauvola’s, and Wolf’s methods, and the NICK method).  The optimal binarization parameters 
of each method are selected inside of the white areas based on the minimum error of measured 
Digital Camera Optical Microscope
Reference Line Reference Line
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crack widths, as summarized in Table 4.2.  As these binarization parameters are valid only for 
the experimental setup in this section, this procedure should be repeated if different camera, 












Fig. 4.5 Errors in measured crack widths in the image binarization methods: (a) Bernsen, (b) 
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Niblack, (c) Sauvola, (d) Wolf, and (e) NICK methods. 
 
Table 4.2 Optimal parameters of the image binarization methods. 
Method Sensitivity Window Size Error (%) 
Bernsen 62–64 111 7.19 
Niblack −0.26 141 5.96 
Sauvola 0.07 131 5.98 
Wolf 0.27 131 6.18 
NICK −0.05 121 5.96 
 
To investigate the performances of the image binarization methods with the associated 
optimal parameters, the binarization results are compared utilizing new crack images.  The 
Bernsen’s, Niblack’s, Sauvola’s, and Wolf’s methods, and the NICK method with the optimal 
binarization parameters determined in Table 4.2 are applied to crack images for crack 
quantification.  As shown in Fig. 4.6, six crack images are prepared, of which the first two 
contain cracks similar to the previous process, while the other four have different conditions, 
such as concrete crack pattern, illuminance, and surface texture.  Note that the binarization 
result in each method and their corresponding optimal parameters in Fig. 4.6a, is 
















Fig. 4.6 Crack images used for comparative analysis: (a) Case 1, (b) Case 2, (c) Case 3, (d) 
















Fig. 4.7 Binarization results of each method with their optimal parameters in Case 1: (a) 
original grayscale image, (b) Bernsen, (c) Niblack, (d) Sauvola, (e) Wolf, and (f) NICK 
binarization results. 
 
The aforementioned criteria are utilized to investigate the performance of each method, 
as presented in Fig. 4.8.  All the image binarization methods and the associated optimal 
parameters are seen to work reasonably for identifying crack widths, because the estimation 
errors are less than 11% in all the cases, as shown in Fig. 4.8a.  Thus, the optimal parameters 
resulted by the proposed approach work well for crack images used in the image pool, as well 
as new images.  Subsequently, the identified crack length is evaluated and is also graphically 
represented in Fig. 4.8b.  Most binarization methods can search crack length with high 
accuracy; however, Wolf’s method is seen to be inappropriate for measuring full lengths, 
particularly for the small cracks in Fig. 4.6c and f.  This result will be analyzed later using the 
calculated threshold of each method.  Last, the computation time represents the total time 
required for processing the selected crack image, also analyzed in Fig. 4.8c.  Bernsen’s 
method is observed to require much more computation time than the others, because this 












Fig. 4.8 Experimental results: (a) accuracy of measured crack widths, (b) ratio of identified 
crack lengths, and (c) computation time. 
 
To further interpret the performance differences in Fig. 4.8, the thresholds calculated from 
each method are compared with the grayscale pixel values of cracks.  Note that Bernsen’s 
method is not included in this analysis, because the pixel-valued threshold is not used in the 
binarization process, in contrast to the other methods.  The “grayscale” in the legend of Fig. 
4.9 represents the grayscale pixel values of the original image on the red lines between points 
A and B.  In addition, the distance between two black circles represents the reference width 
determined by the optical microscope.  As shown in Fig. 4.9a, all the methods are observed 
to estimate the crack width accurately.  As Wolf’s method is designed to be sensitive to the 
standard deviation of the pixel values, as in Eq. 2.4, the thresholds in noncrack pixels, which 
have relatively smaller variations compared with the crack regions, are lower than those of 
other methods.  Because of this characteristic of Wolf’s method, it is difficult to determine the 
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crack width accurately for unclear cracks with small standard deviations, as shown in Fig. 4.9b.  
However, as a result of the low threshold, Wolf’s method is advantageous in that false positives 
resulted by dust, aggregates, and holes are much fewer than those of the other methods.  Thus, 
Wolf’s method is considered to be efficient for identifying clear cracks, also resulting in a low 
chance of false positive crack detections, whereas Niblack, Sauvola, and NICK are appropriate 
solutions, when a crack image contains various types of clear and unclear cracks.  The 
combination of Wolf’s method and the other methods (i.e., Niblack, Sauvola, and NICK) can 
be potentially used to improve the results with accurate crack widths while reducing false 
positive crack detections.  Note that because in this study, the recognizable cracks are selected 
to evaluate the measurement accuracy of the calculated crack width, the errors of Wolf’s 












Fig. 4.9 Comparison between thresholds of the image binarization methods: (a) Case 1 and (b) 
Case 3. 
 
4.3.2  Hybrid Image Processing 
In this section, a hybrid image processing strategy described in Section 4.2 is evaluated in terms 
of accurate crack quantification.  The proposed hybrid image processing is able to measure 
crack widths accurately with minimizing the loss of crack length information.  To enable this, 
Sauvola’s method is employed here because of its high performance in noisy and high-contrast 
images, as shown in the previous section.  The proposed approach is further implemented on 
an UAV-based prototype for the experimental validation on concrete structures. 
Recent advances in UAV technologies have developed high-mobility and low-cost UAVs, 
rapidly broadening their real-world civil engineering application [108-114].  For example, 
aerial images taken by UAVs can be utilized to construct 3D structural models [115-118], 
evaluate road conditions [119-121], and conduct traffic surveillance and management [122-
124].  Furthermore, the application of UAVs in conjunction with computer vision has also 
shown great potential to overcome the disadvantages of visual inspection for concrete crack 
monitoring [125-129].  UAV enables the taking of images in proximity to surface cracks in 









Fig. 4.10 UAV-based system for crack information acquisition. 
 
The UAV-based prototype employed in this study is designed to effectively acquire 
necessary data for crack identification.  The prototype is designed based on an off-the-shelf 
quadcopter, Parrot AR.Drone 2.0, because of its high mobility, cost-effectiveness, and 
convenient control interface using a smartphone.  The proposed UAV is equipped with four 
essential components: a single-board computer, a camera, an ultrasonic displacement sensor, 








Sensing and communication 




Table 4.3 System component. 




Dimensions: 58 cm × 13 cm × 58 cm 
Weight: 1.8 kg 
Single-board co
mputer 
Raspberry Pi B+ 
CPU: 700 MHz single-core 
Weight: 45 g 
Camera LS-20150 
Resolution: 2592 pixels × 1944 pixels 




Measurable distance: 2 cm – 4 m 
Weight: 8.5 g 
 
Raspberry Pi B+, a low-cost low-power single-board computer running Linux, is 
employed to control sensing and communication.  The Raspberry Pi B+ is interfaced with the 
camera, the displacement sensor, and the USB WiFi module.  The Raspberry Pi B+ takes 
images using the camera, measures the working distance between the camera and the concrete 
structure, and is controlled by and sends data to a remote computer using the WiFi module.  
The USB WiFi module mounted on the Raspberry Pi provides wireless connection between the 
UAV-based system and the operator’s computer through a WiFi router.  Remote access to the 
Raspberry Pi of the UAV-based system allows operators to acquire image and distance 
information when desired and to wirelessly transmit the acquired data.  The operator can 
monitor the video being taken by the camera, and instantly acquire image and distance data 
that are wirelessly transmitted to the operator’s computer. 
The camera module (LS-20150) and the ultrasonic displacement sensor (HC-SR04) 
provide crack images and the corresponding working distances, which are required to 
determine crack sizes.  In previous studies [125-129], quantitative assessment of cracks was 
ineffective or unavailable because measured distance information was not obtained.  The 
camera module has a maximum resolution of five million square pixels, which is adequate for 
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crack image acquisition, despite its light weight of 10.3 g.  The small focal ratio (F-number) 
of the camera module enables the highest shutter speed; thus, any effect of the movement and 
vibration of the UAV on the crack images is minimized.  The obtained crack images can be 
blurred because of the intrinsic vibration and movement of the UAV, and thus the image blur is 
an important issue that has to be addressed.  The image blur is closely related to the exposure 
time of the camera shutter when capturing images, and can be alleviated by increasing the 
shutter speed, resulting in low brightness.  Thus, an optimal shutter speed has to be selected 
considering the trade-off; a shutter speed of 1/1000 s for the LS-20150 camera module is 
sufficiently fast to produce bright and clear images in most cases. 
All the components of the proposed system are selected to be low-cost and lightweight.  
The total weight of the sensing and communication components (i.e., Raspberry Pi with the 
camera, the ultrasonic displacement sensor, and the WiFi module) is approximately 60 g, which 
does not significantly affect the flight of the UAV.  To further reduce the weight, the sensing 
and communication components are designed to share the UAV’s battery.  The power 
consumption of the Raspberry Pi is approximately 2 W, which is significantly less than that of 
the UAV (70 W). 
A field testing is conducted to demonstrate the validity of the proposed hybrid image 
processing in conjunction with the UAV.  First, parametric analysis is conducted to determine 
the two sets of optimal parameters, Pw and Pl.  Subsequently, crack quantification by the 
proposed hybrid image processing is performed using crack images obtained from the UAV-
based system. 
In the parametric analysis, 20 crack images with different crack widths, surface textures, 
sizes, lengths, and directions were obtained to address various concrete conditions.  The 
collected image pool is processed by Sauvola’s method with a wide range of sensitivity and 
window size.  Then, crack width and length information are measured.  Fig. 4.11 shows a 
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typical image included in the image pool.  An optical microscope is then utilized here to 
calculate reference widths at the specific locations, where the color targets are attached, as 
shown in Fig. 4.11. 
Two cost functions are defined to determine the optimal parameters in terms of crack 
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   Eq. 4.5 
where Np is the total number of images in the pool, Nt is the number of color targets, we is the 
estimated crack width from Sauvola’s method, and wm is the width measured by the optical 
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  Eq. 4.6 
where le is the estimated crack length from Sauvola’s method, and lt is the total length verified 
visually in the grayscale image.  Cd and Ct are the numbers of measured crack and total pixels 
in the entire binary image, respectively.  The second term in Eq. 4.6 prevents all the pixels 
from being converted into cracks. 
The cost function values of each crack information set (i.e., crack width and length) are 
investigated with respect to the binarization parameters, as shown in Fig. 4.12, to determine 
the two sets of optimal parameters.  From the results, the sensitivity is observed as a governing 
factor rather than the window size in both cost functions.  The lowest cost function values in 
each case, marked as the blue circles, are selected to determine the optimal parameters 











Fig. 4.12 Cost functions in terms of window size and sensitivity: (a) Jw and (b) Jl. 
 
Table 4.4 Optimal crack width and length parameters. 
 Sensitivity Window size Cost function 
Pw 0.42 70 0.057 
Pl 0.18 180 0.065 
 
A field testing is conducted on a concrete wall of the gymnasium building in the UNIST 
campus (see Fig. 4.13).  The concrete wall has diverse crack sizes and shapes owing to 







the corresponding working distances utilizing the Raspberry Pi camera and the displacement 
sensor, while flying in front of the concrete wall.  Note that the crack widths are also measured 
by the optical microscope as the reference, comparing with the UAV-based crack system. 
 
 
Fig. 4.13 Experimental validation using concrete wall. 
 
The crack quantification based on the hybrid image processing is applied to the obtained 
images.  To validate the performance of the proposed hybrid strategy, the binarization results 
are compared with those of Sauvola’s method with default parameters adopted from [18].  As 
shown in Fig. 4.14, the proposed hybrid approach outperforms the default parameters.  Note 
that the black objects on the bottom side of the captured images are the part of the UAV.  
Quantitative comparisons of crack widths and lengths are conducted at a total of 15 points in 
three crack regions as presented in Table 4.5 and Table 4.6.  With the default values, cracks 
with widths less than 0.25 mm were typically unidentified or underestimated.  In contrast, the 
hybrid method measured all range of crack widths reliably, because small cracks unidentified 
by Sauvola’s method using Pw can also be identified and calibrated accurately. 





even with the hybrid image processing as shown in Fig. 4.14.  Although the measurement 
accuracy of digital image processing is not as good as the manual visual observation, its 
efficiency in terms of inspection time is critical particularly when a number of crack images 
are to be processed.  The accuracy-related issue can be resolved by appropriate camera and 





























Fig. 4.14 Crack identification results: (a) region I, Sauvola’s method with default parameter, 
(b) region I, hybrid method, (c) region II, Sauvola’s method with default parameter, (d) region 
II, hybrid method, (e) region III, Sauvola’s method with default parameter, and (f) region III, 
hybrid method. 
 
Table 4.5 Comparison of obtained crack widths. 
Region Location 
Crack width calculation (mm) 
Default (difference) Hybrid (difference) Microscope 
I 
1 N/A* 0.14 (0.02) 0.12 
2 N/A* 0.14 (0.02) 0.12 
3 0.15 (-0.07) 0.20 (-0.02) 0.22 
4 0.15 (-0.08) 0.20 (-0.03) 0.23 
5 N/A* 0.13 (-0.01) 0.14 
II 
6 N/A* 0.22 (0.03) 0.19 
7 0.20 (-0.03) 0.25 (0.02) 0.23 
8 0.30 (-0.02) 0.30 (-0.02) 0.32 
9 0.25 (0.01) 0.25 (0.01) 0.24 










11 N/A* 0.22 (0.03) 0.19 
12 0.49 (-0.04) 0.49 (-0.04) 0.53 
13 0.49 (-0.01) 0.49 (-0.01) 0.50 
14 0.59 (0.04) 0.59 (0.04) 0.55 
15 0.59 (0.04) 0.59 (0.04) 0.55 
* The crack is unidentified. 
 
Table 4.6 Comparison of obtained crack lengths. 
Region 
Total crack length calculation (mm) 
Default (error) Hybrid (error) Manual 
I 37.49(52.3%) 72.86(7.3%) 78.57 
II 79.18(42.0%) 128.75(5.7%) 136.50 





4.4  Summary 
This research presented a framework for accurate crack quantification using the hybrid image 
processing strategy in conjunction with UAV.  A prototype of the UAV-based system was 
designed by a Raspberry Pi connected to a camera, an ultrasonic displacement sensor, and a 
WiFi module.  The Raspberry Pi controlled sensing and wireless communication, providing 
crack images with associated distances on demand.  The obtained information was 
subsequently processed by the hybrid image processing method using two sets of optimal 
parameters Pw and Pl, to accurately measure crack widths while minimizing loss of crack 
lengths.  The results of experimental evaluation can be summarized as follows: 
 
(1) While the crack widths less than 0.25 mm were typically unidentified or 
underestimated in case of the default values, the proposed hybrid method measured 
all ranges of crack widths reliably. 
 
(2) The maximum length estimation errors were 7.3 % and 52.3 % for the hybrid method 
and Sauvola’s binarization with the default parameters, respectively, proving 
significant performance improvement by the hybrid method.  
 
Consequently, the results of experimental evaluation on a concrete wall show that the proposed 





CHAPTER 5  CAMERA SYSTEMS FOR CIVIL INFRASTRUCTURE 
 
This chapter develops a couple of camera systems with the associated strategies to properly 
address the practical issues on civil infrastructure, including a skewed angle problem and an 
efficient measurement for the sequential crack images.  Previous chapters have shown a 
potential of computer vision-based techniques with deep learning for concrete crack detection 
and quantification; however, advanced camera systems are necessary to handle the skewed 
angle issue and efficiently extract all the crack information on the sequential images.  For 
these purposes, two camera systems are presented for accurate crack evaluation, as follows: (1) 
RGB-D camera-based system and (2) camera slider-based system.  The RGB-D camera-based 
system is specially designed to provide technical improvements for crack identification using 
digital image processing: a robust depth estimation considering the skewed angle problem and 
a high measurement resolution when images are captured from a distance.  Furthermore, 
another camera slider-based system is proposed to efficiently process the sequential crack 
images for crack measurements. 
 
5.1  RGB-D Camera-based System 
A camera system is developed in this study to simultaneously acquire a high-resolution crack 
image and the corresponding depth information.  The proposed camera system (Fig. 5.1) is 
designed to combine a commercial RGB-D camera with a high-resolution digital camera, 
improving the measurement resolution.  The high-resolution crack image captured using the 
digital camera (with a focal length of 500 mm) enables crack identification from a distance; 
this cannot be achieved by the RGB-D camera.  Furthermore, as both cameras are perfectly 
aligned and bolted to share a part of the angle of view, a stereo calibration between the cameras 
is needed only once regardless of the position of the tripod.  Table 5.1 lists the detailed 
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specifications of the system. 
 
 
Fig. 5.1 Camera system in the proposed approach. 
 
Table 5.1 Specification for system components. 




Image resolution: 6000 × 4000 pixels 
Weight: 404 g 
Lens 
SAMYANG 500mm F8.0 
MC Mirror 
Focal length: 500 mm 
F-number: f/8.0 
Weight: 330 g 
RGB-D 
camera 
Intel RealSense D435 
Image resolution: 1280 × 720 pixels 
Depth range: 0.2–10 m 
Weight: 72 g 
 
The RGB-D camera (Intel RealSense D435), located under the digital camera, is used to 
obtain depth as well as RGB information.  The RGB-D camera is based on the active infrared 
(IR) stereo vision technology, wherein non-visible static IR patterns are projected using an 
embedded IR projector; subsequently, the patterns captured using the two embedded IR 









Although this camera itself can provide RGB and depth information, the depth values can be 
sensitive to environmental conditions, such as sunlight, because the wavelength of the 
projected IR patterns falls in the range of wavelength of sunlight.  Furthermore, it is difficult 
to identify cracks from a distance because of the low-resolution of the image (approximately 1 
megapixels) captured using a camera with a short focal length lens.  To improve the 
measurement resolution, a high-resolution crack image captured using the digital camera with 
a relatively long focal length lens is used instead of the low-resolution crack image.  The 
digital camera (SONY A6300) is equipped with a mirror lens (SAMYANG 500 mm F8.0 MC 
Mirror) to capture high-resolution crack images of concrete structures.  The mirror lens is 
selected instead of a zoom lens, owing to its low weight, portability, and cost-effectiveness.  
Furthermore, the mirror lens has a relatively long focal length of 500 mm, allowing to capture 
high-resolution crack images from a farther distance. 
With the camera system, a crack identification strategy based on a sensor fusion algorithm 
is proposed.  The main objective is to accurately measure crack information regardless of the 
angle of view by combining the commercial RGB-D and high-resolution digital cameras using 
a sensor fusion algorithm.  The proposed crack identification method consists of two steps: 
(1) approximation of the concrete surface to a plane in a 3D space, and (2) crack width 
calculation based on a coordinate transformation. 
An approximate plane corresponding to the concrete surface is determined for a robust 
and accurate estimation of the depth data.  Although the RGB-D camera itself can provide 
RGB and depth information, the obtained depth is sensitive to environmental conditions.  In 
particular, in the case of outdoor environments, the noise in the depth data can be significant, 
because solar radiation degrades the identification performance of RGB-D cameras.  As the 
use of such noisy depth measurement decreases the accuracy, a plane model that approximates 
the concrete surface is employed for a robust estimation of the depth data.  Note that this study 
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focuses on the plane surfaces of concrete structures to investigate the skewed angle of view of 
the camera system. 
To construct the approximate plane corresponding to the concrete surface, random sample 
consensus (RANSAC) [130] is employed.  A point cloud, which comprises image coordinates 
in the x- and y-axes and depth in the z-axis of the RGB-D camera, is generated from the region 
of interest (ROI) on the concrete surface, from which a plane model is employed for RANSAC. 
0ax by cz d+ + + =  Eq. 5.1  
where a, b, c, and d are the constants of the plane equation.  The approximate plane considered 
as a consensus model is constructed using the inliers in the point cloud, in which the depth on 
the predetermined plane can be expressed as follows: 
( , ) o o o
o




=  Eq. 5.2 
where Z(x,y) is the depth on the approximate plane in terms of the image coordinates in the x- 
and y-axes of the RGB-D camera; and ao, bo, co, and do are the constants in the approximate 
plane equation.  As the depth calculated from the approximate plane of the concrete surface 
is provided for each pixel, a robust and accurate estimation can be conducted with minimal 
noise in the depth information.  Fig. 5.2 shows a graphical description of the process of 
constructing the approximate plane. 
A sensor fusion method, which combines the RGB-D and high-resolution digital cameras, 
is proposed to improve the crack measurement resolution.  Although the RGB-D camera can 
provide RGB and depth information for crack identification, the low-resolution of the image 
and the relatively short focal length are the governing factors that need to be carefully addressed 
for an effective crack inspection from a distance.  To overcome these issues, a high-resolution 
crack image taken using the digital camera (with a 500 mm focal length lens) is used instead 
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of the low-resolution crack image taken using the RGB-D camera based on a coordinate 
transformation.  The crack identification based on the sensor fusion method is done in two 




Fig. 5.2 Step 1: Plane approximation of concrete surface. 
 
The proposed frameworks for crack detection and quantification described in CHAPTER 
3 and CHAPTER 4 are applied to the RGB images captured using the digital camera to identify 
the locations of crack pixels.  The crack pixels on the high-resolution crack image are 
transferred onto the approximate plane of the RGB-D camera based on a coordinate 
Depth data (RGB-D camera)
Separated points by RANSAC Approximate plane






















transformation to accurately calculate the crack widths.  Although the digital camera provides 
a high-resolution crack image, the lack of depth information in each pixel decreases the crack 
measurement accuracy when the camera is not vertically aligned with the concrete surface.  
To obtain depth values in each crack pixel, the calibration patterns in a checkerboard are 
captured using both the digital and RGB-D cameras; subsequently, a coordinate transformation 
is modeled using two linear equations in the x- and y-axes to map the crack pixels.  The 
corresponding crack pixels in the image coordinate of the RGB-D camera are applied to the 
approximate plane in Eq. 5.2 to calculate the depth of each pixel.  The 3D points of the crack 
pixels, which comprise image coordinates in the x- and y-axes and depth in the z-axis, are 
further mapped onto the camera coordinate of the RGB-D camera utilizing intrinsic parameters. 
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 Eq. 5.3  
where xc and yc represent the location of the crack pixels in terms of the image coordinates in 
the x- and y-axes of the RGB-D camera, respectively; skew is the skew coefficient; sf is the 
scale factor; fx and fy are the focal lengths; and cx and cy are the principal points.  Here, the 
skew coefficient is zero, and Z(xc,yc) is the depth value on the approximate plane in Eq. 5.2 
corresponding to the crack pixel.  X(xc,yc) and Y(xc,yc) are the locations of the crack pixels in 
terms of the camera coordinate of the RGB-D camera, which can be derived from Eq. 5.3 as 
follows: 
( ) ( , )
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=  Eq. 5.5 
As the depth Z(xc,yc) of the crack pixels in the camera coordinate of the RGB-D camera is 
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known from the approximate plane, the 3D coordinates of each crack pixel can be determined. 
The crack width is then calculated using the 3D coordinates of the crack pixels.  The 
skeleton and edges of the crack pixels in the binary image are transferred onto the camera 
coordinate of the RGB-D camera.  Subsequently, the crack direction in each skeleton pixel is 
calculated based on its adjacent pixels, from which two edge pixels nearest to the skeleton pixel 
are used to calculate the crack width.  Fig. 5.3 shows the schematic of the width calculation 
based on the coordinate transformation. 
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5.2  Camera Slider-based System 
Another camera slider-based system is presented to sequentially capture crack images on the 
surface of concrete structures.  The proposed camera system, as shown in Fig. 5.4, is designed 
by combining a commercial automatic slider and a high-resolution digital camera with a macro 
lens for improving the measurement resolution.  Thus, the digital camera implemented on the 
automatic slider can efficiently provide a high-resolution set of the sequential crack images.  
The detailed specifications of the camera system are listed in Table 5.2. 
 
 
Fig. 5.4 Camera system in the proposed approach. 
 
Hardware configuration for scanning surface cracks
• High-resolution digital camera
• Macro lens for a close shot
• Camera slider for automatic movement
• Control interface using a smartphone
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Table 5.2 Specification for system components. 
Component Model Specification 
Automatic 
slider 
KONOVA Slider K5 
Maximum velocity: 0.1 m/s 




Image resolution: 7952 × 5304 pixels 
Weight: 625 g 
Lens SONY SEL50M28 
F-number: F2.8 
Weight: 236 g 
 
The proposed camera system is optimized to provide the sequential images for fully 
identifying microcracks.  According to American Concrete Institute ACI 224R-90 [131], 
tolerable crack widths under various exposure conditions are less than 0.4 mm.  To precisely 
measure such microcracks, the digital camera (SONY A7R2) is equipped with a macro lens 
(SONY SEL50M28) to take close-up crack images with a high-resolution.  Furthermore, as 
the Bluetooth connectivity provides wireless connection between the operator’s smartphone 
and the digital camera mounted on the automatic slider, the proposed camera system allows 
operators to acquire the sequential crack images when desired and to wirelessly transmit the 
obtained data. 
With the sequential crack images obtained from the proposed camera system, a tailored 
crack identification strategy is presented for efficient crack measurements.  Although a 
panorama image constructed by stitching the captured crack images allows crack 
measurements, it is inefficient because a combination of high-resolution images cause memory 
problems.  To properly handle this issue, a distributed crack identification strategy based on 
image registration techniques is developed.  The proposed approach consists of two steps: (1) 
estimation of a registration information between the sequential crack images and (2) the 
distributed crack identification to calculate crack information on each image. 
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To obtain the registration information between the sequential crack images, the SURF 
features are utilized.  SURF is designed to detect the interest points on elements of the image 
such as blobs, corners, and edges, of which Haar wavelet responses are calculated within a 
circular neighborhood to assign an orientation; subsequently, a square region is generated along 
the obtained orientation to address the image rotations.  A feature vector with 64 elements is 
finally computed using the Haar wavelet responses in both the horizontal and vertical directions 
in 4 × 4 sub-regions.  Because a concrete surface image typically contains a large number of 
the SURF features on the noisy surface texture, such features in each image can be utilized to 
detect correspondences between the sequential crack images for calculating a 2-D geometric 
transformation (Fig. 5.5).  Here, the pairwise distance between the feature vectors is computed 
to find the matching features, from which a homography matrix (projective transformation) can 
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 Eq. 5.6 
where x’ and y’ represent the location of the matching features in terms of the image coordinates 
in the x- and y-axes of the first image, respectively; x and y represent the location of the 
matching features in terms of the image coordinates in the x- and y-axes of the second image, 
respectively; H is the homography matrix between the sequential crack images.  However, 
because the mismatched features can decrease the accuracy of the projective transformation, 
RANSAC [130] is employed here.  Among the extracted matching features, a random subset 
is selected to estimate the homography matrix between the sequential crack images.  This 
process is repeated when the approximate matrix is finally considered as a consensus model 
that contains a high number of inliers.  For example, when the inliers in Fig. 5.6 are used to 
estimate the homography matrix using Eq. 5.6, two outliers can be successfully removed.    
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All the projective transformations are finally converted with respect to the first image; 
subsequently, the minimum and maximum output limits over all transformations are calculated 
to determine the area without overlap between the sequential crack images. 
A distributed crack identification is performed in each crack image based on the obtained 
registration information between the sequential images.  As the concept of the proposed 
approach is to calculate crack information in each image instead of a full panorama image, 
efficient crack identification can be conducted.  For this purpose, all the projective 
transformations with respect to the first image are applied to each image, respectively, applying 
geometric transformations.  The proposed frameworks for crack detection and quantification 
described in CHAPTER 3 and CHAPTER 4 are subsequently employed for identifying the 
locations of crack pixels.  In the case of the conventional method, a full panorama image 
constructed by stitching the sequential crack images is directly utilized to calculate crack 
information, resulting in computational inefficiency.  However, the proposed approach can 
efficiently obtain crack information from each image without overlap between the sequential 
crack images.  The distributed crack identification strategy is graphically compared with the 





Fig. 5.5 Detection of SURF features on the sequential crack images. 
 
.  
Fig. 5.6 RANSAC-based outlier detection for robust estimation of projective transformations. 
















         
         










Fig. 5.7 Distributed crack identification strategy based on registration information. 
 
5.3  Experimental Validation 
5.3.1  Skewed Angle 
To evaluate the crack evaluation performance of the proposed RGB-D camera system, a field 
test is conducted on a concrete wall of a gymnasium building in the UNIST campus (Fig. 5.8).  
Five color targets are utilized, from which 50 points between the edges in each target are used 
to calculate the average width, as shown in Fig. 5.9.  An optical microscope is employed to 
provide the reference widths at the specified locations where the color targets are attached.  
Table 5.3lists the specifications of the optical microscope. 
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Fig. 5.8 Experimental validation of the proposed approach applied to a concrete wall. 
 
 
Fig. 5.9 Comparison of average crack width. 
 
Table 5.3 Specifications of the optical microscope. 
Company Model Specification 
DIGIBIRD MSP2000 
RGB resolution: 1600 × 1200 pixels 
Weight: 124 g 
 
The proposed camera system is used to acquire a high-resolution crack image and its 
corresponding depth information with respect to various angles of view.  Based on the vertical 
line starting from the concrete surface (0°), the camera is located approximately 2.5 m away 
and moved to the left side with an interval of 20°, as shown in Fig. 5.10.  Consequently, the 





same crack region with five color targets is captured from four different angles of view (i.e., 0, 
20, 40, and 60°).  Fig. 5.11 and Fig. 5.12 show the RGB and depth data obtained from the 
RGB-D camera, respectively.  As the RGB-D camera captures low-resolution crack images 
because of the relatively short focal length, it is inappropriate for identifying cracks from a 
distance, as shown in Fig. 5.11.  In the case of depth information, shown in Fig. 5.12, the 
measurement noise is significant on the mirror part, because the projected IR patterns are 
dispersed in such materials.  However, the skewness of the camera with respect to the concrete 
surface is reflected with respect to the angle of view.  In contrast to the RGB-D camera, the 
digital camera with a relatively longer focal length lens captures a high-resolution crack image, 
as shown in Fig. 5.13. 
 
 














Fig. 5.11 RGB images captured using an RGB-D camera: (a) Case 1 with 0°, (b) Case 2 with 






Case 1 Case 2
Case 3 Case 4
Case 1 Case 2
Case 3 Case 4
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Fig. 5.12 Depth information obtained using an RGB-D camera: (a) Case 1 with 0°, (b) Case 2 






Fig. 5.13 RGB images captured using a digital camera: (a) Case 1 with 0°, (b) Case 2 with 20°, 
(c) Case 3 with 40°, and (d) Case 4 with 60°. 
 
The proposed sensor fusion strategy is applied to the high-resolution crack image and the 
corresponding depth information obtained from the camera system to calculate the crack widths.  
The point cloud within the concrete surface is first generated from the RGB-D camera, in which 
RANSAC is used to determine the approximate plane with a maximum allowable distance of 
1 mm.  Subsequently, the high-resolution crack image captured using the digital camera is 
processed by the proposed frameworks of crack detection and quantification in the previous 



























of the digital camera are transferred onto the approximate plane of the RGB-D camera to 
estimate the depth value of each crack pixel.  The 3D information is further mapped onto the 
camera coordinate of the RGB-D camera, from which two edge pixels nearest to the skeleton 
pixel are utilized to measure the crack width. 
The crack widths calculated using the proposed sensor fusion approach are compared with 
the reference widths to validate the measurement accuracy with respect to the angle of view.  
Here, the conventional method utilized only the distance between the camera and the concrete 
surface for calibrating the pixels, which is additionally employed for verifying the performance 
of the proposed approach.  Table 5.4 lists the results of the crack widths determined using the 
optical microscope, proposed approach, and conventional method for the four cases with 
different angles.  The proposed sensor fusion methodology accurately measures the crack 
widths regardless of the angle of view.  In contrast, the measurement accuracy of the 
conventional method decreases significantly with the increase in the angle.  This is because, 
as the distance between the camera and the surface is used to calibrate the pixels in the 
conventional method, the skewness of the camera with respect to the concrete surface could 
not be reflected.  Thus, the crack widths can be accurately measured only when the camera is 
conveniently aligned with the target surface (Case 1).  In Cases 2, 3, and 4, the crack widths 
are gradually underestimated with the increase in the camera angles, because of the lack of 
depth information in each pixel.  Fig. 5.14 shows the changes in the measured widths at each 
location with respect to the four different angles.  In contrast to the conventional method, the 
crack widths measured using the proposed approach are reasonably close to the corresponding 
reference widths determined using the optical microscope.  The average difference between 









Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 4 
Propa Convb Propa Convb Propa Convb Propa Convb 
1 0.94 0.88 0.88 0.82 0.74 0.96 0.62 1.00 0.38 
2 0.88 0.87 0.87 0.80 0.72 0.92 0.60 0.89 0.34 
3 0.84 0.89 0.88 0.80 0.73 0.90 0.59 0.81 0.31 
4 0.89 0.94 0.93 0.83 0.76 0.91 0.59 0.81 0.31 












Fig. 5.14 Changes in measured crack widths with respect to four different angles of view: (a) 
location 1, (b) location 2, (c) location 3, (d) location 4, and (e) location 5. 
 
5.3.2  Full Crack Measurement 
The proposed crack evaluation strategy is applied to the monitoring of the self-healing process 
in concrete to validate the overall performance.  Here, three cases of concrete are designed 
with the following mixtures: (1) ordinary Portland cement (OPC), (2) capsules including the 
solid type of cement powder (CS), and (3) supplementary cementitious materials (SCM), such 
as ground granulated blast-furnace slag (GGBFS), fine and coarse clinker, and gypsum.  Note 
that the self-healing maters of CS and SCM are supported by other organizers.  All the 
concrete specimens are fabricated with 500-mm length, 250-mm width, and 120-mm depth 
(see Fig. 5.15), which have two reinforcements at the bottom of the specimen to prevent 
fractures. 
A vertical crack is generated at the center of each specimen to induce the self-healing 
process.  After 28 days of curing, a universal testing machine (UTM, Instron HDX-1500) is 
utilized to perform a three-point bending test to generate the vertical crack at the center, as 
shown in Fig. 5.16a.  Here, two Pi-shape displacement transducers (Tokyo Measuring 
Instruments Laboratory, PI-5-100) are installed on the concrete surface to control the crack 
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mouth opening displacement (CMOD).  When the CMOD ranges from 1 mm to 1.2 mm, the 
maximum crack widths are approximately 0.3 mm after stopping the load.  Thus, all the 
specimens can be controlled to have a similar width with the loading rate of 0.2 mm/min for a 
pair comparison.  Note that all the specimens are in the water to promote self-healing process 
nearby crack (see Fig. 5.16b). 
 
 






Fig. 5.16 Test procedures: (a) three-point bending test and (b) self-healing in the water. 
 
The proposed camera slider-based system is used to capture the sequential crack images 
for crack evaluation.  The digital camera, which is mounted on the automatic slider, provides 
a set of close-up crack images with a high-resolution, as shown in Fig. 5.17.  The working 
distance between the camera and the concrete surface in the experiment is less than 100 mm, 
which results in around 0.01 mm/pixel.  Thus, the crack widths less than 0.3 mm and the 
corresponding healing can be estimated reasonably.  In this experiment, the concrete 




Fig. 5.17 Experimental setup. 
 









from the proposed camera system.  A color target, which has a diameter of 5 mm, is attached 
to the top of the concrete surface for calculating the pixel resolution from the first of the 
sequential crack images (see Fig. 5.18).  The proposed frameworks for crack detection and 
quantification in the previous chapters are subsequently employed for identifying the locations 
of crack pixels in each image, as shown in Fig. 5.19.  The crack information in the non-
overlapping area is calculated from each image, as indicated by the green box, in which the 
total crack opening area is finally obtained.  While the direct use of a full panorama image 
results in memory problems because of a combination of high-resolution images, the proposed 
approach can efficiently perform efficient crack identification from each image.  Thus, high-
resolution crack images can be directly processed for crack evaluation without resizing. 
Fig. 5.20 shows the self-healing performances of the three cases of concrete (i.e., OPC, 
CS, and SCM) in terms of the obtained crack information.  Here, the maximum crack width 
and crack opening area are selected to evaluate the self-healing performance.  As shown in 
Fig. 5.20b, d, and f, most of the maximum crack widths are set to around 0.3 mm at the 
beginning.  Fig. 5.20a, c, and e, which are the crack opening area, shows a similar trend with 
the maximum crack width.  When the number of days for the self-healing in the water is 
increased, the crack opening areas are decreased, particularly 7 days after the self-healing 
process.  Note that the self-healing performances are slightly different from each other even 
with the same mixture, because concrete is a heterogeneous material.  The average of the 
crack opening areas is calculated in each case (see Table 5.5), from which the self-healing ratio 
is computed based on the reduction of crack opening areas, as shown in Table 5.6.  The crack 
areas are significantly decreased on 7 days.  Afterwards, the self-healing process is still 
observed on 56 days.  Among them, the self-healing performance of CS outperforms the other 




Fig. 5.18 Calculation of pixel resolution. 
 
 
Fig. 5.19 Distributed crack identification strategy for crack measurements. 
  











Table 5.5 Change of average crack opening areas. 
Self-healing 
concrete 
Average crack opening area 
0 day 7 day 14 day 28 day 56 day 
OPC 15.4820 7.9897 5.3548 4.5458 3.8168 
CS 12.3084 6.3576 5.3622 3.3387 2.5159 
SCM 11.8081 7.2927 5.2726 4.5526 3.1789 
 
Table 5.6 Self-healing ratio based on reduction of average crack opening areas. 
Self-healing 
concrete 
Average self-healing ratio 
0 day 7 day 14 day 28 day 56 day 
OPC - 0.4839 0.6541 0.7064 0.7535 
CS - 0.4835 0.5643 0.7287 0.7956 
SCM - 0.3824 0.5535 0.6145 0.7308 
 
  




    (c)     (d) 
  
    (e)     (f) 
Fig. 5.20 Self-healing performances in terms of the obtained crack information: (a) maximum 
crack width in the case of OPC, (b) crack opening area in the case of OPC, (c) maximum crack 
width in the cases of CS, (d) crack opening area in the cases of CS, (e) maximum crack width 




The self-healing performances in each concrete are observed from the original crack 
images.  Fig. 5.21, 22, and 23 show the positive samples in OPC, CS, and SCM, respectively, 
in which the self-healing process can be clearly tracked over time.  In contrast, Fig. 5.24, 25, 
and 26 represent the negative samples in OPC, CS, and SCM, respectively.  From the results, 
while the crack widths less than 0.2 mm are effectively healed in the most cases, the other 
shows only a partial success.  Note that hydration products (e.g., calcium silicate hydrate and 
calcium hydroxide), resulting from the reaction between cement and water, are the main factors 
for the self-healing process. 
 
 
(a) 0 day (b) 7 day (c) 14 day (d) 28 day (e) 63 day 
Fig. 5.21 Positive sample for OPC. 




(a) 0 day (b) 7 day (c) 14 day (d) 28 day (e) 63 day 
Fig. 5.22 Positive sample for CS. 
 
 
(a) 0 day (b) 7 day (c) 14 day (d) 28 day (e) 63 day 
Fig. 5.23 Positive sample for SCM. 
0 day 7 day 14 day 28 day 56 day




(a) 0 day (b) 7 day (c) 14 day (d) 28 day (e) 63 day 
Fig. 5.24 Negative sample for OPC. 
 
 
(a) 0 day (b) 7 day (c) 14 day (d) 28 day (e) 63 day 
Fig. 5.25 Negative sample for CS. 
0 day 7 day 14 day 28 day 56 day




(a) 0 day (b) 7 day (c) 14 day (d) 28 day (e) 63 day 
Fig. 5.26 Negative sample for SCM. 
 
5.4  Summary 
This research presented a couple of camera systems to properly handle the practical issues on 
civil infrastructure for accurate crack evaluation.  Firstly, the RGB-D camera-based system 
was designed to provide technical improvements for accurate crack evaluation: a robust depth 
estimation considering the skewed angle problem and a high measurement resolution when 
images are captured from a distance.  In the proposed approach, the RGB and depth 
information obtained using an RGB-D camera were utilized in RANSAC to construct a plane 
model corresponding to the concrete surface with minimal noise in the depth data.  
Subsequently, the crack image captured using the high-resolution digital camera with a 
relatively long focal length lens was processed by the proposed crack detection and 
quantification in the previous chapters.  Based on a coordinate transformation between the 
digital and RGB-D cameras, the extracted crack pixels were transferred onto an approximate 
0 day 7 day 14 day 28 day 56 day
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plane to estimate the depth value in each pixel.  The 3D information was further mapped onto 
the camera coordinate of the RGB-D camera, in which the edge pixels nearest to the skeleton 
pixel were used to calculate the crack width.  To evaluate the performance of the proposed 
approach, a field test was conducted on a concrete wall of a gymnasium building considering 
the skewness of the camera with respect to the concrete surface.  The experimental result was 
compared with those obtained using an optical microscope and a conventional approach with 
only the high-resolution image.  In the experimental validation, the proposed approach 
accurately measured the crack widths regardless of the angle of view (i.e., 0, 20, 40, and 60°) 
from a distance of 2.5 m.  The average difference was approximately 0.05 mm for the cracks 
in all the cases, ranging from 0.84 to 1.1 mm.  In the conventional method, the crack widths 
were significantly underestimated at higher camera angles, because the skewness of the camera 
with respect to the concrete surface was not reflected.  With the proposed sensor fusion 
approach, cracks on concrete surfaces can be accurately measured regardless of the angle of 
view. 
Secondly, the camera slider-based system was presented for efficient crack evaluation on 
the sequential crack images.  The proposed camera system consisted of the automatic slider 
and digital camera with a macro lens, providing a high-resolution set of close-up crack images 
from the concrete surface.  In the proposed approach, the registration information between the 
sequential crack images was computed based on the local features, from which the crack 
identification was efficiently conducted in each image instead of a full panorama image.  To 
evaluate the performance of the proposed approach, the monitoring of self-healing concrete 
was performed.  Here, the self-healing performances in three types of concrete (i.e., OPC, CS, 
and SCM) were quantified based on the reduction of crack opening areas investigated by the 
proposed approach.  In the experimental results, the crack opening areas were effectively 
decreased by the self-healing process in the most cases, particularly 7 days.  Among them, the 
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use of CS outperformed the other mixtures in terms of the self-healing ratio calculated by the 
reduction of average crack opening areas.  With the proposed distributed crack identification 




CHAPTER 6  CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE STUDIES 
 
6.1  Conclusions 
The proposed research focused on accurate crack evaluation for civil infrastructure using 
computer vision and deep learning.  Digital image processing was considered as a powerful 
alternative to manual visual inspection, particularly for measuring surface cracks.  Among the 
diverse crack identification methods, image binarization was seen to have a strong potential to 
effectively extract crack pixels on digital images.  However, the crack assessment inevitably 
depended on the predetermined binarization technique and the associated parameters.  In 
addition, although previous studies on the use of computer vision and deep learning had shown 
enormous potential for automated crack detection, crack-like noncracks on realistic surface 
images critically limits its full automation.  Furthermore, a tailored camera system and the 
corresponding strategy were necessary to properly address a couple of the practical issues in 
real-world applications, such as the skewed angle problem and the absence of efficient crack 
measurement for the sequential images.  In this study, the following approaches were 
presented for robust and accurate crack evaluation for the practical maintenance of civil 
engineering structures: (1) a deep learning-based crack detection with the concept of CCRs, (2) 
a hybrid image processing for crack quantification, (3) RGB-D camera-based and camera 
slider-based systems for civil infrastructure. 
Firstly, a deep learning-based framework was presented for automated crack detection on 
realistic surface images that may contain actual cracks and crack-like noncracks.  The crack 
candidates, which can be a crack or a crack-like noncrack, were initially determined by the 
binary information and further utilized for both the training and testing stages.  Here, the 
concept of CCRs implemented on the deep learning network, optimizing the utilization of 
cracks and crack-like noncracks.  The obtained classification model was applied to new 
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images in which most of actual cracks and crack-like noncracks were successfully categorized. 
Secondly, a hybrid image processing was developed for accurate crack quantification on 
surface images.  The UAV-based prototype designed in this study was capable of image and 
distance sensing as well as wireless communication, which makes it possible to control sensing 
and data transmission while the UAV was in the air.  The obtained information was 
subsequently processed by the proposed hybrid image processing to identify crack width 
accurately while minimizing the loss of crack length.  Here, both the crack width and length 
were accurately measured by a combination of two sets of optimal binarization parameters  
Lastly, two camera systems and the associated strategies were proposed for accurate crack 
evaluation on civil infrastructure.  The proposed RGB-D camera-based system was able to 
accurately measure crack information regardless of the angle of view.  In this approach, the 
RGB-D camera generated a point cloud to construct an approximate plane corresponding to 
the concrete surface with minimal noise in the depth data.  The obtained high-resolution 
image taken by a digital camera was processed to localize the locations of the crack pixels; 
subsequently, the corresponding 3D information on the predetermined plane was utilized to 
calculate the crack widths.  Furthermore, the proposed camera slider-based system in 
conjunction with the distributed crack identification strategy were able to perform efficient 
crack measurements.  The proposed camera system consisted of the automatic slider and 
digital camera with a macro lens, providing a high-resolution set of close-up crack images from 
the concrete surface.  The sequential crack images were further utilized to calculate the 
registration information based on the local features, from which crack measurements were 
efficiently performed in each image instead of a full panorama image. 
The proposed research, combining computer vision and deep learning, would allow 
accurate crack evaluation of civil infrastructure, providing a proper maintenance strategy for 
structural soundness in practice. 
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6.2  Future Studies 
In the future work, two kinds of approaches will be presented: (1) an improved technique of 
the RGB-D camera-based system for accurate crack evaluation on curved surface and (2) an 
integrated system implemented on the UAV that also combines the RGB-D camera-based 
sensor fusion and the distributed crack identification strategy.  Although the proposed RGB-
D camera-based system can accurately measure crack information regardless of the camera 
angle with respect to the target surface, crack evaluation on curved surface is intrinsically 
difficult owing to the approximation of the concrete surface to a plane.  Because concrete 
cracks can be generated on curved surface of civil infrastructure, this issue needs to be properly 
addressed.  Thus, an improved technique that can estimate various shapes of the target surface 
will be developed to perform accurate crack evaluation even with curved surface of the 
structure.  Furthermore, an integrated system will be designed based on the proposed research.  
Although the proposed crack detection and quantification are successfully applied to each of 
the RGB-D camera-based and camera slider-based systems for accurate crack evaluation, an 
integrated system has not been presented.  In other words, a robust depth estimation of the 
RGB-D camera system and an efficient distributed strategy of the camera slider-based system 
can promote crack evaluation on civil infrastructure.  Particularly, a prototype of the UAV will 
be designed with containing four essential components: a single-board computer, a high-
resolution camera, an RGB-D camera, and a WiFi module, providing the sequential crack 
images and the corresponding depth information in proximity to surface of civil engineering 
structures.  The obtained information will be further utilized to perform accurate crack 
evaluation using the distributed crack identification strategy, regardless of the camera angle as 
well as the shape of structural surface.  The completion of the proposed approach would 
provide technical improvements for accurate crack evaluation of civil infrastructure, 
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